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T he science that studies truffles is known as idnology and comes from the Greek
uu”” ddnnoonn, Hy’dnon, which is a real Religion to me. 

It was in the Autumn of 2010 when, on the occasion of my partecipation in the daytime
television programme “Cose dell’altro Geo”, hosted by Massimiliano Ossini on Rai3, I had
the privilege of meeting Emidio Angellozzi and his family. I instantly liked the way they wel-
comed me, as if I were one of them. From year to year our meetings have increased and
given life to a good friendship made of affection but, more importantly, mutual respect. We
have in common the love for our homeland and respect for natural products, first and
foremost on the rarest gifts that our homeland gives to us: truffles! 

I am a physician specialised in Angiology. Angiology is a branch of medicine that studies
the diseases of the circulatory system (“angiòs” means “vessel” in Ancient Greek). Vascular
pathologies are the main causes of death in the Western world, including Italy. Smoking
and alcohol, but primarily, bad eating habits have led to this situation. 
When it comes to bad eating habits, in the front line, I will place the excessive use and
abuse of artificial and industrial products. Nowadays, people get sick not only because of
high fat, sugar, and protein contents in food, but also and primarily because of the dis-
proportionate and insane use of chemistry in industrial products. 

That is the reason why I have turned my profession from Angiologist into Eating Specialist,
that is to say an expert on prevention and healing through food. In reality, this has been the role
of doctors since ancient times. In fact, ancient Romans would call their doctors “diaetetics”, in
oppositions to surgeons, given that they would treat their patients with food. The word
“Diaetetics” originates from Diet and refers to the Greek meaning of “way of life”, and that
is the whole range of activities, performances, expressions, expertise, abilities with whom the
Mediterranean populations have created and recreated over the centuries a combination of
culture, religion, and society all around food. UNESCO (the United Nations Educational
Scientific and Cultural Organization), since 1946, is the organization that grants the title of
“World Heritage Site” to tangible and intangible heritage and, on 17 November 2010,
UNESCO designed the Mediterranean Diet as an Intangible Cultural Human Heritage.

What struck me from the first moment was that for an Eating Specialist like me, always fight-
ing against artificial and chemical substances, which are useless and dangerous, found in
products that we include in our meals, is that Angellozzi Tartuficoltura has always been the
only existing company that has strictly refused “fake” and “misleading” products, by
proposing, from the first generation of the family’s truffle hunters, the sale of almost exclu-
sively fresh truffles, as they can only express their quality to the fullest level.
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Emidio’s choice to defend his products derives from his love for his homeland, not violated
nature that he has been experiencing since he was a child. He has defended his “territory”
and managed to combine his great passion for truffles with what it would eventually go on
to become his profession and family business. NO to “truffle-flavoured” products,
obtained with a synthetic aroma (called bismethylthiomethane), has then turned to be an
exclusive and unconventional choice, which provides added value to his company and, over
time, has succeeded in proposing an offer of preserved truffles, but with only three ingre-
dients: truffles, juice and salt. That is to prove that if you are willing to do something,
you definitely can!  

Truffles are rare and precious goods, and having them on your plate results in a price
that is not too high but certainly not cheap, and it remains an essential plate for food lovers.
When we find a truffle-based dish at a cheap price, it means that we are about to eat a
product with “truffle essence”, which is currently used to flavour sauces, pâtés, oils, but
also to give an intense aroma to poor quality truffles. 

“Essence” should be read as “it is without truffles”. The reason for this deception is the
fact that the characteristic odour that truffles release has been recreated, for years, in lab-
oratory at a low price, with a taste given by aromas, with molecules identical to the natu-
ral ones, but obtained by chemical synthesis and not from natural ingredients that, if
there is any, there are small and low-quality traces. Bismethylthiomethane is an artificial
and chemical compound that comes from crude oil and too many truffles and truffle-
flavoured products, in order to be more appreciated by consumers, are added with this com-
pound to the limits of decency. To date, there are no reasons to raise concerns for our health,
there is no clear and distinct scientific evidence on the harmfulness of bismethylthiomethane,
as it was declared by some, but any artificial product triggers reactions in our intestine that,
with use and abuse, might affect our wellbeing as a result of accumulation. 

Let’s celebrate Hy’dnon as it deserves by possibly consuming fresh products and, in any
case, never with added artificial substances, only then we will be able to combine flavour
with wellbeing, by bringing quality and so much goodness to our meals.

Mauro Mario Mariani, born in 1963, medical surgeon, specialised in
angiology, defines himself as a Eating Specialist - www.mangiologo.it  -
considering his professional activity dedicated to healthy Mediterranean
diet as Prevention and Therapy. 
As one of the leading experts in chelation therapy and oxidative stress, he
obtained his diploma in homeopathy, homotoxicology and complement-
ed guidelines and is professor of biological nutrition. 
Author of several scientific publications, Mariani continues his mission to
communicate health through his books, lectures, training courses, work-
shops, public meetings and television programmes on Rai channels. At
present, Mariani can be found on Rai1 in “Linea Bianca” for the fifth year
in the capacity of the nutrionist of the tv programme. 
Author of the book “il Tao dell’Alimentazione”, a unique book of its kind,
it is a compendium of the awareness of the stimulating mix of literature
and science, in which page after page, aphorisms, quotes live with sto-
ries, statistical data, nutrition facts and numerical analysis. 
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Truffle, juice and salt

Ascoli Piceno
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A NGELLOZZI TARTUFICOLTURA represents the continuity of a fifth generation
tradition of truffle-hunters. Angellozzi Tartuficoltura has immediately stood out for the
quality and availability of fresh produce in the best truffle varieties:

White truffle Tuber magnatum Pico
Winter black truffle Tuber melanosporum Vittadini

Summer black truffle Tuber aestivum Vittadini
Although almost exclusively selling fresh truffles, our company has a line of frozen and
preserved truffles to meet various market requirements.
Angellozzi Tartuficoltura preserved truffles are unique, as they do not contain any synthetic
aromas, which are essential for the manufacturing of truffle-flavored products, such as truffle oils,
sauces, butter, honey, or salt. 
Angellozzi Tartuficoltura preserved truffles are available in various aspects (whole truffles, truffle
slices, pieces, etc.), in glass jars or cans. They are sterilized only at 120 °C and time is calculated
depending on truffles' diameter. 
Do not be surprised then if our labels do not contain endless lists of ingredients, such as "aromas". 
The ingredients of Angellozzi Tartuficoltura preserved products are only truffles, juice, and salt.


